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A resolution of the lines 01’ AG(n, q) is a partition of the lines into classes (called resolution 
classes) such that every point of the geometry is on exactly one line of each resolution class. 
Two resolutio 1s R, R’ of AG(n, q) are orthogonal if ary resolution cl;ass from R has at most 
one line in common with any class from R’. In this paper, we construclt orthogonal rcsolutionc 
on AG(n, q) for all R =2*+*, i = 1,2,. _ . , and all q > 2 a prime power. The method involves 
constructing AG(n, q) from a finite projective plane of order q”-’ and using the structure of the 
plaGe to display the orthogonal resolutions. 
An (r, l)-design D is a collection 58 of subsets (block) from a finite set V 
(varieties) such th.at : 
(1) every element of V is contained in exactly r blocks of 9, 
(2) every pair of distinct elements of V is contained in a unique block. 
If all blocks of D have the same cardinality (block size), then D is said to be a 
balanced incompleee block design (BIBD) and is denoted by (u, k, 1)-BIBD, where 
u = 1 VI and k is the block size. A (u, k, 1)-BIBD with block set a’ and variety set 
V’ is called a suMensign of a (v, k, %)-BIBD with block and variety set 3 and V, 
respectively, if V’c V and 93’~ 
An (r, l)-design D is said to b solvable if the blocks of 3 can be partitioned 
into classes (resolution classes) RI, R2, . , R, such that every variety of V is 
contained in precisely one block of each class. Such a partitioning is called a 
resolution of D. If D has two resolutions 
R;} mch thsat 
for l<i,j5r, 
then e a hub+? ~esQ~v~.b~~ (8; I)- 
orthogonal d~esokz.4 tions. 
’ are called 
In this paper, we are interested in the construction of d 
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In this paper, we fix ((a) 1 CR E GF(q)} as U. Then Ithe design D belonging to the 
U satisfies the above condition and, hence, is isomorphic to AG(n + 1, (_;. 
In this section, we show a construction for a doubly resolvable 
((4 ‘I+’ - I)/(q - l), 1)-design having block sizes q and q - 1. 
Let 9 be the projective plane of order q” coordinatized by the method 
given i;\ the previous section. G is. ilx affine geometry constructed on I,. Let D be 
a (qntl, q, l)-BIBD c-nstructed an 9 bv the method of section 1, which is 
isomorphic to AGin -. (. q). \‘a mZ_ _ ~oc:- xk +_ : !VP ,.. pair of orthogonal resolu- 
tions with respect : 1~. , .-. ‘_’ :*:b‘ . : nr i;?; 5 := {‘-’ . . Cl ., . . . , ,% _1) d lc! 5” = 
CG, s;, 9 * . , S;_,) whc; 3 ; - :‘i,” 1 :$ , ( ; 
First we construct : I( Sc31utuon crc,,-:vu of 0 coi;sa $ng ,.*f tdl.3, 2‘T .kf ‘f w i.J ~7 
follows: 
T = {B1l(k ib 1 1 E si+j (mod 1)., i E u) 
fori=O,l,..., t-l, where we denote U=(O, 1,. . . , q - 1). This is a partition of 
the type II blocks of D. 
Let C be a resolution class (of S’. C has at most one block in common 
vc :th aiy resolution class of S,: let frrj = Si n C, then C can be denoted by 
C = {mj,, mj29 * - l 9 mj,}, 
where il < j2 <. - -<is and s =qn--‘. 
We partition C into q subsets as follows: 
w = {tar, 1 k s i (mod q)} 
for i=1,2,... , q. Now, we define a set of type II blocks associated with A@. 
D[m = {B,,(E, a) 11 E iI@, a E U}. 
. Any [Am for CE S’ and 1 < i <q has at most one block in 
common with any Tj, 0 s j s t - 1. 
. Tj can be written as: 
consem tive q resolutio 
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common with Sj U Sj_+l U * l l U Sj+q_ 1 m !SUpp at a line m E §j+k is also in A@. 
Then, block of type 11 contained in T,? is associated with m, is only 
B,,(m, k). It is the block common to Ti and D[MC]. Cl 
Let m be a line of G. We define E(m) to be a set of type I blocks of D 
such that B,(x) E E(m) if and only if c(x) = m. Here, we state a result from [ 10). 
When D &as t/w property that c(x) is a line of G for any x E 9 - (1, U l,), 
tbim, for any two blocks BI,( m, i) and &,(m’, , i # j, there exists a subdesign 
(afine plane) D’ of D containing B,,(m, i) and ,(m’, j) if and only if m and m’ 
are parallel lines in G. 
From this results, a set of blocks 
and the variety set V’ = {(x, i) 1 x E FE, i E U} forms a sub-design (afhne plane) 
D(m) = ( V’, B’) of D. We call D(m), the subdesign associated with a line m of G 
(m and U generate a unique subplane of order 9). {B,(x) 1 x E m} and 
(B.,(m, i) 1 i E U) are parallel classes in D”. Therefore, E(m) contains y - 1 other 
parallel classes consisting of blocks of type I. Denote P,(m), P,(m), . . . , P,_,(m) 
for the parallel classes in E(m). 
C’Je define F[m as a set of type I blocks consisting of q”-’ -q”-* 
Farahel classes contair :.;g exactly one parallel class from E(l) for each line 
I E C - fl. Then D[A@]U F[m is a resolution class of D. 
. From the definition of D[Ma, it covers elements (x, i) for x E 1 E A@, 
A parallel class of an E( 1) covers elements (x, i) for x E 1, i E U. F[m 
contains one parallel class of E(1) for each 1 E C -- M’. Since C is a resolution 
11 elements (x, i) for x E lo, i E U are covered disjointly by 
mutually disjoint. ‘Then, 
esolution classes of D for any 1 S i 
at there are ‘many ways b:o choose the sets 
- 1 parallel classes, 
. . ..C-Mz and 
r some C E S’ and 
ther resolution class. ence we have a resolu- 
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Clearly, any resolution class of as at most one block in common with any of 
Ti,06iGt-1 . 
We define F’*[fi] to be the set of centers of type I blocks contained in 
Let d be a point on I,- U, and let Ld be the set of lines in F-Z, passing 
through d. Then, a set of blocks of type 1 
is a resolution class for each I E Ld, and 
H’={H(Z)IkL,}lJ(~ Ioaw-1) 
is a resolution of D. 
If any line of Ld meets any F*[My], for CE S’ and 1~ i d 4: in at most one 
point, then, trivially, any H(1), E E Ld, has at most one block in common with any 
F(MT) for C E S’, 1 s i s q. That is, we can state the following theorem: 
eore If each line of L.< meets each F*[MT], for C E S’ 
most one point, 
and 1 s i s q, in at 
then R’ and R are orth,ogonal resolutions of D. 
deleting 
Let d be a point of U. We consider a design D’ which is obtained by 
V(d) from V. D’ is ((q”+l - l)/(q - 1 j, I)-design having block sizes q and 
q - 1. D[MT] U F[My], for C E S’, 16 i sq, is a resolution class, which means 
every element (x, i) x Er‘ iO, i E U\(d) appears in D[M~]UF[M~] exactly once. 
Therefore, there are no two points of F*[My] on any line of 9 - I, passing 
through a point of U. We state the following theorem: 
If there exists a pair of orthogonal resolutions in AG(n, q)? then a 
doubly molvable ((q”+’ - l)/(q - l), I)-design with q”(q - 1) varieties and block 
sizes q and q - 1 is con,rmc,table. 
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TWO blocks of type I, B&) and B&‘) (x1 # x2) of D are parallel in 
D if and only 
-- 
if the line x1x2 meets the point z = 1: n 1,. 
From this result centres of blocks contained in a parallel class Pi(m) of E(m) 
(defined in Step 3 in the previous section) are all on a line passing through z, 
jsi<q-2. 
rom the above, the following lemma is immediate. 
. The set of centres of type I blocks contained in D(m) forms an afine 
subplane of order q in :P - 1,. 
From this lemma, it is clear that 22 = {z} U U is an improper segment and each 
line in G is a segment. 
Then, each line m E G and 2 generate a unique affine subplane of 9 - 1,. We 
denote this subplane by &,(m). 
The following lemma is trivial: 
a 3.2. For any line m of G, the point 
centres of type I blocks contained in D(m). 
set of .5&(m) is equal to the set of 
The next lemma follows from Result 3.8. 
Let L, be the set of lines of 9 - 1, incident with z = 1: n 1,. 
a 3.3. For any .s&( m) the q lines of L, which meet AJ m) each in q points 
(a segment) span an n + I)-subspace of 2. 
Of course, there is a parallel class of planes in this (n + I)-subspace. From 
Results 3.5 and 3.7, we have: 
If m and m’ are parallel lines of G, then a line of L, meeting &s(m) 
in q points (a segment) also meets A&J m’) in a segment. 
Let C be a parallel class of lines of G. Then there are q lines of L, each of 
which meets each d&m), m E C in a segment. We denote the (n + I:-subspace of 
c generated by those q lines of I., by SC. 
Let d be a point in l,- .Z2. and let Ld be t es of 9 - 1, incident wi’rh d. 
1 is also a line 0 
form an n-subspace of 
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. This follows immediately from Rest ilt 3.5. 0 
Let k<. be parallel subplanes of Xc; tha, is AC = {J&&I) 1 r-11 E C]. 
3. Ld induces a partition of Ac (or G). 
. & is a parallel class of planes of this (n + 1)-subspace &. Any line of Ld 
meets q planes of &. Denote these planes by M. From Result 3.8 the q planes A4 
span a 3-subspace of &. If a line of Ld meets all planes of M, then the line 
transverses M. Therefore, there is a partition of & into qnW2 classes (each class 
consists of q planes of A,) such that any line of Ld transverse exactly the planes 
0’ one class. 0 
A.1 be q lines of L, contained in &. 
a For any I,k L alzd any m,mk C, two segments IfIs&(rn) and 
i’ n .3Eq cm’) hre parallel lines of &. 
e The proof is irzyediate from Result 3.5. 0 
IX? PC- be the parallel class of segments of & obtained in Lemma 3.8; 
PC =(lnA 1 kL, AE&). 
. Let g be a line of Ld and let S be a set of q segments oj PC* such th‘it g 
transverses S. If some other E:‘ne q’ of Ld meets a segment of S, then g’ also 
transverses S. 
‘ The q segments of S are mutually parallel and g nS is a segment by 
Lemma 3.9. ‘Then the points in S are the points of a 2-subspace of I$ by Result 
3.8. From Lemma 3.6, g’ n Zc is parallel to g n S(= g W&). Since g’h& 
contains a point of S and is parallel to the segment g n S, then g’nJ& also 
transverses 5. Cl 
hunch associated with a segment m E C of Ld to be the set of all lines 
h are incident with a point of m. t, if a line of a 
s a 2-subplane z&(m) at a point on line f where 1 then all lines of 
eet d&n) n 1. 
. Let C clnd C’ be distinct parallel clusses of G, then & arad 2& have 
ar2 n-subspace of 2*) in common. 
et m’ be a line of C’. Suppose (m’) has a point a in co 
ere is a es lane A = (m) in aJc containing t 
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line GX of 9 (i.e. m E C) for a point x E i!_J is a line of A and also of dg.(m’). The 
points 1, n ii%, a, and distinct points x1, x2 in U--(x) form a quadrangle in 9. 
Thus, .&(m) = & (ml). This contradicts the fact that m # m’. n 
Le: C ={mOml l l l rn,_,}, s = qnvl, be a parallel class of lines in G. From 
Lemrna 3.7, we have a partition of C, which we denote by yrc = (Jy, J2, . . . , J&j. 
Let NC = {N$, NT, . . . , .N~l} be the set of bunches of Lti associated with C, 
and let N(Jy) be a set of bunches of NC such that each bunch of N(Jy) meets a 
line of JF. From Lem,mas 3.7 and 3.9 each bunch of N(JT) meets a segment of 
J&J m) if and only if m E Jc. 
Let LF be the set of q - 1 lines of L, - i,, contained in &. Suppose Jy = 
{ m,m, 0 l l m,} and Ly ={1,12 l l . 1,_,}. We no\si define a q - 1 by q array Hy for 
any parallel class C lof G and any class SC of #. 
The rows of Hy corresplond to the lines of L: and the columns to the lines of 
Jy. The (j, k)-entry of Hy is n if and only if a bunch NC of N(Jy) meets 
li n&(m,), 4 ELF. 
.l. For avlly parallel class C of G and any class Jy of ~~~ HF forms a 
q - 1 by q latin rectangle. 
Prclof. There are q bunches in N(Jy). Every bunch of N(Jy) meets every line of 
LT cl{&}. Every bunch of N(Jy) meets any &J m), m E Jy since lines of Ld are 
not lines of the %subplane:~. Ly does not contain lo. If a row corresponding to I, 
is added to Hy, HT would form a latin square. 0 
Here, we suppose S and S’ are orthogonal resolutions of G such that S’ is the 
resclu tion consisting of parallel classes of G. Recall Step 2 of the construction in 
Section 2. Let fi, 1 c i sq, C E S’ be a subset of C defked in Step 2. We define 
a q by q array A: for any C E S’ and Jy E 6 The rows of AT correspond to 
A![?, @: . . . , lb22 and the columns to the lines in .?F. The (j, k )-cell of Ata: is 
crossed out if mk E *, or empty if m& *, where mk E J$ 
From the definition of M’f, each column of A: has e:xactly one crossed out cell. 
Theorem 2.1 in Section 2 can now be replaced by t e following stronger theorem. 
C E S’ and 1 2 i G q, if the empty rel!s of A: can be filled in 
such that 
(i) an empty cell in k-th column of AT is filled in by an entry in the k-th codumfz 
of Hy, say A?, 
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From Theorem 3.. 1, no symb appears in two of the arrays 
H& Let HC = [MC 1 ose the empty cells of each 
can be filled in from I-I: for I 
7 
be At. Then every bunch of Ld appears exactly once in the j-th row of the q by 
4 n-’ matrix AC= [ACI:IA$~*lA&]f or any P <i < q. Now, we choose a set of 
type I blocks of D, FE*], defined in Step 4 of Section 2, according to the 
symbols in the j-th row of AC in the following way: 
Suppose the k-th column of F corresponds to line !?%k of C. 
(1) Let (i, x,) (i, .%) * l l (j, x, ) cells of AC be the crossed out entries in row j. 
Then My = (m,, , mx2, . . . , mx,} from the definition of AC. 
Let Kj be the index set of the cells not crossed out in the j-th row of AC, 
i.e.., Kj =(I, 2,. . . , qn-‘)-{X!, X2,. . . , $1. 
(2) let flk be ?he entry in the (i, &Cell of AC, k E Kj, and suppose t2k appears in 
the (ek, k)-cell of H”. Which means bunch N,,, meets &&zk) in points of the line 
I+ of LT 
(3) Let 4 be a collection of those points for k c: #i ; that is, 
No common symbol appears in (i, k)-cells for k E Kin which implies that there is no 
bunch of Ed passing through two points of F’ and, more precisely, no line of Ld 
passing through two points of F;: for any 1+ G q. 
(4) 4 contains q points, which are on a line of LT, of each &&?%k) for k E Kj. It 
follows that every line of ((x, a) 1 x E mk, k E Kj, a E U} (a set of variety of D) 
appears in exact!y one block of {B,(y) I y E I$) = F[w]. Then D[N]U flw] is 
a resolution class for any 1 c 4’ < q, where D[MF] is defined in Section 2. 
Frtim the argument of (3), D[M~]UF[M~] has at most one block in common 
with :v&+2) ={&(x) i x E ffl} for any w1 E &. Furthermore, every point Of &&?%k), 
k E K, never appears in two of the e’s, I <i G q since, from the definition of NC, 
each ccl1 of HC corresponds to a q-point segment of lines in L$ (G, li)-cell 
corresponds to Ij n J&&&)). NC partitions the points Of UmEC 8&(m) into q- 
nts. 
mma 3.6, LT nZ$ = $9 if C and C’ are drstinct lel classes of (3, 
ESl L; covers all points of 9 - (I, n lo). U F[*]‘s for 
and CE c’ are disjoint resolution classes dnd, with W,(x) I x E Lh 
ose classes form a resolution which is orthogonal to R’ as defined in Section 
2. 0 
e rest of this section, we show that any 
any q a prime ,4wer. 
or 
f all crossed out cells ira AT appear in only two rows, it is easy to fill in AT ‘by 
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When n distinct symbols are given in distinct columns of an n x n 
matrix A, does there exist a latin square having these prescribed set of cells filled 
with these entries? 
This problem, of course, has a counter-example which occurs if n - 1 symbols 
are in one row and another one is in a different row. In the original problem of 
Theorem 4.1, this case is the one where all crossed out cells in AC appear in only 
two rows. If Problem 4.1 is always true excepting this case for n a prime power, 
AT can be filled in by Hy for any 1 s i s q and any CE S’. 
Let (jkr k, nk)‘s for k = 1,2, . . . , n represent given symbols and positions of A, 
where nk is in (jk, k)-cell. The &‘s are distinct symbols for k = 1,2, . . . n. Problem 
4.1 is invariant under any permutations on that set of n symbols. Suppose n24 = k. 
Then we have (jk, k, k), 1 G k S n. Consider the second and third elements of the 
triples as coordinates of the rows and columns o an array. Then we have a az x n 
matrix which has jI, j2, . . . , j,, in the diagonal entries. Problem 4.1 is equivalent to 
the exktence of a latin square with a prescribed diagonal (not necessary to be 
distinct symbols). 
Here we state a result due to G. J. Chang [4]. 
(G. 5. Chang). If the whole diagonal of an n x n array is prescribed, it 
is alwax possible to complete the array to form an n x n latin square except in the 
case thl Et n - 1 te,ms of one symbol and one term of another symbol appear in the 
diagonal. 
From this theorem and Theorem 4.1, we have the main theorem: 
el:n (main theorem). Suppose q > 2. If AG( n, q) has orthogonal resolutions 
of lines such thal one of them consists of parallel classes, then AG(n + 1, q) is 
doubly resolvable. 
5. 
The following result appears in a paper by Beutelspacher [3]. 
(Beutelspacher). The Iznes of PG(2’ - 1, q), tvktere i is a positive 
integer, and q is a prune power, can be resolved into re,;olution classes 
From this result, it can be seen Cl 
ere i is a 
power, can de doubly resolved in two o~~ogo~al re 
parallel resolution. 
LJsing this result and core .3, we ca 
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3. AG(2’+‘, q) is doubly resolvable for all positive 
QtiW powers q# 2. 
integers i and for all 
v does there exist a r interest is the question “For w 
which is doubly resolvable Kir 
apply the results of this paper to obtain results on the spectrum of these 
[12], we 
Kirkman 
systems. 
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